
Swim Meet Guidelines for New Swimmers 

Congratulations on being selected for your first ever swim meet. This marks an 
important progression in your swimming career.  

This guide is to help you understand how a swim meet runs and what to do at your 
first ever event.  

Kit 

        SHREWSBURY 
 

The swim team kit, is custom made to measure and 

is purchased from the school shop. 

Hats are worn over the ears, pulled down tightly. This makes the swimmer as 
streamlined and therefore as fast as possible in the water.  

Some swimmers prefer to have their swimming goggles under their hats, others 
prefer to have them on top of their hat, try both options in training and see which 
you find most comfortable.  

 



Entries: 

Entries will usually be sent via the swimming blog 
http://blogs.shrewsbury.ac.th/swimming follow any links to complete the entry form 
before the closing date. 

Entry lists will be published on the swimming blog after the entry date. It is the 
responsibility of the swimmer to check their entries are correct, if there any mistakes 
these must be reported immediately. 

 

Psyche Sheet: 

A psyche sheet lists the swimmers in speed order; it shows the swimmer where they 
are ranked going into the meet for each event. If a psyche sheet is available for the 
swim meet it will be available via the swimming blog 
http://blogs.shrewsbury.ac.th/swimming 

 

 

 

 

Meet Program: 

A paper version of the meet program may be available in advance of the meet (via 
the swimming blog), read through the program and highlight both your events and 
those events of your team members. 

http://blogs.shrewsbury.ac.th/swimming
http://blogs.shrewsbury.ac.th/swimming


 

 

Events / Heats / Lanes: 

Swim meets are organised into races in speed order usually with the fastest swimmer 
in the middle lanes. Each individual race is known as a Heat, heats of the same 
distance are known as an Event. It is important swimmers know their event number, 
heat number and which lane they swim in. This information can be found in the meet 
program (if sold at the swim meet on the day) and is often available in the advanced 
information sent out by the hosting school or club. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Event Number 1 

Beam is in Heat 1 Lane 1 

Zi Jia is in heat 1 Lane 2 

Entry time this is your 
best time when the entries 
were made 



Arrival: 

The arrival time will be sent by the Aquatics Director in the preceding week to the 
swim meet. It is important the swimmers arrive before this time so they do not miss 
any vital information about the swim meet from the coaches. 

Register with Coach: 

Upon arriving at the swim meet, the first thing you must do is to register with your 
swim coach, any swimmer who does not register with their swim coach risks being 
withdrawn (scratched) from the swim meet. In the event of an emergency this 
registration list is used to ensure all swimmers are present after an evacuation.  

Warm Up – Land: 

Coaches will take the swimmers through a land warm up; this loosens and stretches 
the muscles ready for the warm up in the pool.  

Warm Up – Pool: 

Swimmers will take part in a warm up in the pool, this warm up is vital to achieving a 
good swim. Swimmers will go through the strokes they are swimming that day, 
practice starts and turns (if necessary) and their finishes.   

Swimmers who are not competing in the first event may wish to consider warming 
up in a different swim suit and put their dry race suit on after their warm up. Sitting in 
a wet swimsuit all day may inhibit performance.  

 



Team Cheer: 

After the warm up the whole team will gather for a team photo and the team cheer, 
we are competing as a team, this cheer shows our support for each other.  

1,2,3 GO STORM 

 

Marshalling: 

Marshalling is the area where swimmers wait before their event. Swimmers must 
reach this area at least 1 event ahead of their race. The coaches will inform swimmers 
where the marshalling point is when they first register in the morning and will ensure 
any swimmer sitting with the team reaches the marshalling point in sufficient time for 
their race. 

 

 

 

 

Starting: 

Swimmers will start from the starting blocks, any swimmer who is not confident may 
start their race in the water.  



The starter will blow three short whistles; this informs the swimmers to come to 
blocks – but not to step on the blocks at this point. One long blast will follow, this 
signals to the swimmer to step up onto the block. 

Swimmers will hear the commands “take your marks” and then the starting signal. 

If a false start occurs the starting signal will be heard in one long continuous sound. 

 

Finishing: 

Breaststroke and Butterfly events must finish with two hands touching together at 
the same time, failure to do so will result in a DQ (disqualification) 

 

 

All other events should be with one hand as fast as possible. 

As the swimmer moves under the flags into the final 5m they should speed up their 
stroke, for freestyle and butterfly no further breaths should be taken, swimmers 
should touch the pads at full speed and hard.  

 

 

 



Scoreboard: 

When swimmers touch the touchpad’s (hard) at the ends of the race their time will 
be shown on the score board. It is important to remember that this time may not be 
the final recorded result and is only a guide. 

 

In addition to the scoreboard the timekeepers also record the time using a stop 
watch and a backup button for the touch pads, these three recorded times are used 
to calculate the final result.  

After race: 

Once all swimmers have finished their race, they may leave the pool, exiting the pool 
before all swimmers have finished will result in a disqualification (DQ). Swimmers 
should swim UNDER the lane ropes to the nearest set of steps and exit the pool.  

Once out of the pool swimmer should IMMEDIATLEY go to their coach who will 
provide feedback on their race. 

 Swimmers may then rejoin the rest of the team, drink plenty of water and if their 
next race is more than 20 minutes away, enjoy a light snack such as banana.  

Swimmers should bring with them a quiet activity such as homework or a book to 
read. Do not bring valuable items with you that may be left unattended whilst you 
are racing.  

 



Results – Meet Mobile, Paper: 

A mobile app- Meet Mobile; is increasingly being used by swim meets, this displays 
the time on the scoreboard. The results available on Meet Mobile are not the 
confirmed results and again should only be used as a guide. 

Paper results will be published and displayed at the swim meet, these are the 
accurate results. Any errors in the results must be appealed via your coach within 30 
minutes of the results being published. The published time is displayed in the top 
right hand corner of the results.  

 

 

You coach will know the procedure to follow to launch an appeal; please do not 
approach any members of staff from the host school, all appeals must go through a 
swim coach. 

Points: 

Swimmers are awarded points for their individual swims, relays usually score double 
points. The points awarded go towards a team trophy, it is therefore essential for the 
success of the team that all members complete every swim they have entered.  

Often swimmers may only enter a set number of events, this can mean sometimes 
another swimmer does not get to take part in that event. Please ensure you swim in 
every event you are selected for.  

Awards Presentations: 

Awards are presented at the end of the swim meet to the winning age group 
champions and to the winning school. All swimmers should stay until the end of the 
presentations, to support the team and to collect and medals / ribbons they may 
have won. 

Ribbons are usually presented to heat winners and medals to event winners.  



 

 

Enjoy your first swim meet. 


